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Sir Fergusson (United States) Feb 11,
2002 Trying to download the on-line

movie, "Jai Ho", from the various
sources, e.g. ulh.tele.net, etc., using

nautilus is very tedious and difficult. It
finally took me around one week on two

different computers to find the right
location, and then still had to do two

more hours for the download. The movie
was not on the ulh site; they had it, but

not on their site. The movie is too large.
Download speed from ulh was about 2-3
minutes per MB. I downloaded 'Jai Ho'

from ulh about six times, each download
was about the same size (200 MB), but
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the download speed was the same, within
1 minute. I tried downloading other

movies from ulh, and they were all over
400 MB, and the download speed was
consistently less than half of what the

'Jai Ho' download speed was. I
discovered nautilus could send files over

the internet via ftp. The file transfer
worked really well. But I don't know
how to make the movie stop playing
after the file is uploaded. I'll have to

learn how to do this, because I also want
to watch the movie. I would have to fast
forward through the download, and then

rewind to re-start the movie. I'm sure
there is a simpler way, but I haven't

found it yet. The movie file was
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supposedly about two hours long. I did
not download the whole thing, because

there were still bits left to go. However, I
got the two hours up, by downloading
2000 MB over internet. I'm not sure I
can watch the entire movie from my

video cassette recorder, but I'm sure that
I can watch the movie just fine from my
computer. If the movie stops at about the
end, it would have been good enough for
me to work on. There are a lot of places
to be looked at, therefore, I left it (that

means I can look at them, but can't tell if
there are any errors). I also tried

downloading the movie via http transfer.
Like the ftp, the http transfer worked

fine. After the download of 'Jai Ho' was
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over, I started the movie from the
beginning, and after some time the

movie stopped, but it was ok. I don't
want to waste the disk-space
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